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Abstract To verify the effectiveness of a novel axisymmetric scramjet, Improved 
Delay Detached Eddy Simulation (IDDES) coupled with Dynamic Zone Flamelet 
Model (DZFM) based on 60 million cells was conducted to investigate the perfor-
mance of the full-scale engine. Four mesh sets with different refinement levels and 
adopting hexahedral structured cells were used for the grid independence verification. 
The pressure agrees well with the experimental data. Due to the absence of the corner 
effect, the boundary layer is thinner and the jet penetration depth is low. The poor 
mixing between the transverse fuel jet and the crossflow causes weak combustion 
and a low-pressure rise ratio. The cavity plays four roles in enhancing combustion: 
a radial pool, a low-speed bay, a high-temperature zone, and a premixer. Axisym-
metric scramjets without any flame holders overall have poor mixing and combustion 
performance. 

Keywords Axisymmetric scramjet · Ethylene · Improved Delay Detached Eddy 
Simulation (IDDES) · Dynamic Zone Flamelet Model (DZFM) · Cavity 

1 Introduction 

Scramjet does not need to carry the oxidizer and has excellent endurance perfor-
mance. Since the proposal of its concept, it has been persistently studied for nearly 
60 years [1–7]. The fuel of scramjet can be typically classified as hydrogen fuel and 
hydrocarbon fuel. With higher energy density and lower ignition delay, hydrogen fuel 
has a higher upper limit of flight speed and altitude and generally does not need any 
flame ignition devices. While the ignition delay of hydrocarbon fuel is in the order 
of milliseconds, which is close to the residence time in the scramjet. This will bring 
great challenges to the starting, operation, and endurance of the scramjet. Researchers
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have tried various configurations to achieve good ignition, flame stabilization, and 
high combustion efficiency for hydrocarbon-fueled scramjet. In fact, hydrogen fuel 
is often used as the ignition source before the injection of hydrocarbon [8]. 

The earliest scramjet was used in missile systems [9]. The combustors and 
compressors used by JHU/APL in the early 1960s were both circular. There are 
three main advantages of adopting a circular inlet and combustor during this period. 
The primary advantage is because of the lighter weight of the circular structure. 
Under the same hoop pressure, the axisymmetric structure will not produce bending 
stress, which can cause fatigue cracks. The rectangular structure must be relieved by 
using a relatively heavy back structure. The vehicle weight will have a direct impact 
on the continuation of the journey. When the weight increases by 8%, the endurance 
range will even be reduced to 65% of the rated mileage [10]. Therefore, the circular 
structure is extremely beneficial, especially in the early stage. The second advantage 
is reducing the need for cooling and internal resistance. When the flow area is fixed, 
the wetted area generated by the circular cross-section is the smallest, so the surface 
cooling and friction resistance will be reduced accordingly. The last advantage is 
reducing the length of the engine body. The axisymmetric compressor belongs to 
the three-dimensional geometry, which has better compression performance than the 
two-dimensional one. Therefore, the length of the engine fuselage can be shortened, 
which further reduces the vehicle weight and enhances the endurance capability. 

However, in the 1980s, NASP abandoned the axisymmetric structure and adopted 
a rectangular structure. There are at least four reasons for this decision. 1) Due to the 
need to obtain long endurance, the vehicle needs to fly in a predetermined flight enve-
lope. However, the NASP Single Stage-To-Orbit (SSTO) flight plan covers a very 
wide flight envelope (from the lower limit of the ramjet to the scramjet cruising), 
which makes the flight speed range across at least 3 Mach numbers. The extremely 
wide speed range makes the best response plan to be an adjustable compressor. The 
two-dimensional compressor has a more convenient adjustment method relative to 
the axisymmetric one. 2) The second reason is to achieve excellent fuel mixing 
performance. The rectangular combustor can have a shorter gap compared to the 
axisymmetric combustor and has excellent mixing performance when the penetra-
tion depth is relatively small. The mixing process directly determines the combus-
tion performance and further affects the cruising range. 3) For the Rocket-Based 
Combined Cycle (RBCC) system, the compressor of the ramjet is generally set as 
a spatula type to better combine the two engine parts to maintain a higher lift-to-
drag ratio. This structure has been inherited since the adoption of NASA ISTAR. 
4) The flow field of the inlet of the parallel RBCC structure is very complicated, 
which requires very powerful calculation capabilities. The two-dimensional inlet is 
relatively simple, which brings greater convenience to the modeling and the analysis 
of combustion performance. 

In recent years, the development of scramjets makes them the most potential 
candidate for hypersonic cruise vehicles, and the demand for speed range has been 
reduced. The development of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) technology 
makes fast and complex modeling be reality. The change in fuel injection mode 
further compensates for the shortcomings of the circular combustor. Therefore, the
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circular combustor design re-attracts research interest and will become one of the 
main trends in the future. This study presents the LES modeling of an axisymmetric 
scramjet combustor with a novel zone-based combustion model to reveal the flow 
and combustion characteristics, to provide design guidance for future axisymmetric 
scramjets. 

2 Model and Case 

2.1 Experimental Case 

The axisymmetric scramjet modeled in this study is based on the experimental study 
of Vanyai et al. [11]. With a full length of 661.4 mm, the model is composed of three 
parts, i.e., compressor, isolator, and combustor. Detailed geometric configurations of 
the scramjet and the cavity are shown in Fig. 1. The total length of the compressor is 
211.4 mm, which can be divided into two parts. The upstream part connects directly 
with the incoming flow, with a total length of 33.2 mm and a contraction angle of 
1.85°. The downstream part connects to the isolation section and it has a curved 
configuration to suppress the shock waves. The compressor can reduce the incoming 
flow from Mach 4 to Mach 3. The length of the straight isolator is 20 0 mm. To 
increase the jet penetration depth, the fuel is injected into the isolator section because 
of its smaller radius. Moreover, the upstream fuel injection increases the fuel mixing 
distance. Ethylene is injected at sonic speed from 8 evenly distributed portholes, each 
with a diameter of 0.1 mm. The center of the porthole is 20 mm in front of the cavity 
leading edge. The fuel injection angle is 45° relative to the isolator wall. To stabilize 
the flame, the combustor adopts a classic cavity [12–14] whose depth is 8 mm, the 
aft angle of the trailing edge is 22.5°, and the full length is 41.7 mm. The designed 
flight Mach number is 7–8, and the flight dynamic pressure is 100 kPa. The mass 
flow rate of the ethylene fuel is 23.552 g/s, which corresponds to an equivalent ratio 
of 0.29. The detailed incoming flow parameters are summarized in Table 1. 

Fig. 1 a Geometry and b cavity of the axisymmetric scramjet
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Table 1 Flow conditions of the freestream 

Freestream (mass fraction YN2: 0.767, YO2: 0.233) 

Stagnation temperature (K) 2550 

Stagnation pressure (kPa) 4500 

Mach number 3.87 

Static temperature (K) 669.6 

Static pressure (kPa) 33.4 

Density (kg/m3) 0.173 

Velocity (m/s) 1994 

2.2 Flow Solver: Amber 

The modeling is based on the compressible reaction flow solver Amber, which 
is developed from the standard compressible flow solver rhoCentralFoam [15]. 
The main improvement is adding a full-species transportation module with multi-
component diffusion and turbulent combustion module. The coupling with the chem-
istry solving package CHEMKIN II [16] enables the accurate calculation of multi-
component thermophysical and transport properties. Using a semi-discrete central 
Kurganov-Noelle-Petrova (KNP) scheme [17, 18], the second accuracy of nonlinear 
inviscid convective fluxes is achieved. The KNP scheme inherited from rhoCenter-
Foam exhibits good performance in resolving discontinuities and high efficiency 
for its Riemann-free simplicity. The time integration is based on the second-order 
Crank–Nicolson scheme. The volume integration of the spatial gradient, divergence, 
and Laplacian terms in the partial differential equations (PDEs) are discretized as the 
Gauss face integration and the face values are interpolated by the third-order scale-
selective discretization (SSD) scheme [19]. The thermodynamic and transport prop-
erties of individual species are calculated based on the NIST-JANAF thermophysical 
and transport database [20]. 

Amber has been extensively validated for various frozen flows, including the 
canonical shock tube problem, forward step flow, hypersonic flow over a biconic, 
and supersonic jets [21–27]. Various scramjet combustor cases [28–33] used this  
solver to examine its accuracy and robustness in the modeling of complex supersonic 
combustions. 

2.3 Governing Equations 

The filtered Favre-averaged conservation equations of mass, momentum, energy and 
species concentration used are defined as, 

∂ρ 
∂t 

+ 
∂ρ ̃ui 
∂xi 

= 0 (1)
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Dα 

Dξ 
〈χ|η〉zone 

∂2Qα 
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+ ρη〈Wα|η〉 (4) 

p = ρ R T̃ + Ru 

N⎲ 

k=1 

T sgs (5) 

where the overbar (“ − ”) and tilde (“∼”) mean the cell and Favre average, respec-
tively; ρ is the density; ui is the velocity in the xi direction; p is the pressure; τi j  
is the viscous stress tensor; hs is the sensible enthalpy per unit mass; qi is the heat 
flux vector; Yα is the species mass fraction;Dξ and Dα means the diffusivities of the 
mixture parcels and individual species respectively; T̃ is the temperature; R is the 
gas constant of gas mixture; Ru is the universal gas constant; Wα is the reaction rate 
with units s−1. Note that extended flamelet equations Eq. (4) is solved instead of 

the traditional mean species equation. The mean species mass fractions 
∼ 
Yα are then 

recovered by PDF weighted integration of Qα over the mixture fraction space. 
There are “sgs” superscripts in Eq. (1–5), which lead to the unclose of these 

equations, SGS is the shortcut of Subgrid-Scale. Dsgs 
i j is SGS viscous stress, 

σ sgs i is SGS viscous diffusion, θ sgs k, j is SGS species diffusive fluxes, T 
sgs is SGS 

species-temperature correlation. And they are defined as Dsgs 
i j  = τ i j  − 

∼ 
τ i j  , 

σ sgs i = ∼ 
μ j τi j  −∼ 

μ j 
∼ 
τ i j  , T sgs = ρ( 

∼ 
YkT − ̃Yk T̃ ), all of these factors are assumed 

to be small and neglected in this study [34–37]. The contribution of T sgs is also 
neglected in the equation of state. Hsgs 

i is SGS energy flux and can be defined as 

Hsgs 
i = 

⎛ 
ρ

∼ 
Htui −ρ 

∼ 
Ht 

∼ 
ui 

⎞ 
+ (pui − p ũi ), which is modeled based on a linear 

eddy diffusivity assumption as 

Hsgs 
j =  −ρ 

υsgs 

Pr t 

∂ 
∼ 
Ht 

∂ x j 
=  −ρ 

υsgs 

Pr t 
( 
∂ H̃ 
∂x j 

+  ̃ui 
∂ ̃ui 
∂ x j 

+ 
∂ksgs 

∂ x j 
) (6) 

where υsgs is eddy viscosity. τ sgs i j  is SGS stress and can be defined as τ sgs i j  = ρ( ∼ 
ui u j 

−ũi 
∼ 
u j ), sub-grid stress model can extract energy from the resolved scales and 

model the drain associated with the energy cascade. τ sgs i j  can be simulated by the 
eddy-viscosity model,
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τ sgs i j  − 
2δi j  
3 

ρksgs =  −2νt ρ[S̃i j  − 
δi j  

3 
S̃kk] (7) 

where ksgs is the SGS turbulent kinetic energy, S̃i j  is the strain rate tensor for the 
resolved scale and can be defined as, 

S̃i j  = 
1 

2 
( 
∂ ̃ui 
∂ x j 

+ 
∂ ̃u j 
∂ xi 

) (8) 

In this study, the turbulence viscosity is given by Improved Delayed Detached 
Eddy Simulation (IDDES) [38] based on the background RANS model one-equation 
Spalart–Allmaras model [39], to alleviate the computational cost in the boundary 
layer modeling while retaining LES accuracy in the internal flow. 

2.4 Combustion Modeling 

As a complex space–time multi-scale problem, supersonic combustion involves 
turbulence-chemistry interaction (TCI), which brings difficulties to high-fidelity 
modelings. If the reaction zone can be divided into independent partitions, the treat-
ment of TCI can be greatly simplified. To achieve high-efficiency yet high-fidelity 
modeling of turbulent reacting flow involving complex chemistry, Dynamic Zone 
Flamelet Model (DZFM) [40–43] is proposed based on the idea of zonal representa-
tional of local TCI. The flamelet zones vary dynamically and adaptively with the flow 
fields based on the zone division indices, where are defined as pressure, temperature, 
streamwise distance, and mixture fraction. 

DZFM introduces the concept of local conditional variable Qα = 〈Yα|ξ (x, t) = 
η, x ∈ zone〉, where η means the sampling variable in mixture fraction space, x 
represents the physical coordinate, x ∈ zone shows that the coordinate average is 
confined within the zone. Correspondingly, the instantaneous mass fraction is related 
to Qα as 

Yα(x, t) = Qα(η = ξ (x, t), x ∈ zone, t) + Y ' α(x ∈ zone, t) 

where Y 
' 
α is the deviation of instantaneous value from the conditional average within 

the current zone. Note that the 〈Q ' 
α|η, x ∈ zone〉 =  0 and zone-averaged 〈Q ' 

α〉zone =( 〈Q ' 
α|η, x ∈ zone〉P(η)dη = 0. P(η) represents the probability density function 

(PDF), which describes the distribution of instantaneous ξ within the zone. For the 
fact that as the zone shrinks, the fluctuation never disappears but occurs at a low level 
since the local statistical homogeneity would be valid. 

Taking the average on condition that 1) ξ (x, t) = η and 2) within the zone 
x ∈ zone, we can conduct the final governing equation for Qα as,
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ρη 
∂ Qα 
∂t 

+ 〈ρ−→
U |η〉zone •  ∇  Qα + EZF  M  = ρη 

Dα 
Dξ 
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+ ρη 

⎛ 
Dα 
Dξ 

− 1 
⎞ 
Mη 

∂ Qα 
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+ ρη〈Wα |η〉 (9) 

with EZF  M  = 〈ρ∂ Q'
α /∂t+ρ →U ·∇ Q'

α−∇·(ρ Dα∇Q'
α)|η〉zone 

eY
−〈ρ D∇ξ ·∇( ∂ Qα 

∂η )|η〉zone −〈∇  ·  
(ρ D∇ Qα)|η〉zone 

χ is scaler dissipation rate which defined as χ = Dξ (∇ξ  )2 , ρξ = 〈ρ|η〉, and 
the conditional diffusion Mη = 〈∇  •  (ρ Dξ∇ξ |η)〉zone. The second term of Eq. (13) 
shows how the neighbor zones can conduct the convective transport of conditional 
variables or local flamelets in a flowing manner. So that the downstream can simulate 
the ignition progress and flame lift-off phenomenon by inheriting the chemical status 
of upstream. While in the multi-flamelet RIF [39], the ignition process is completed 
by inheriting the preceding flamelet temperature to a new unburned downstream part. 
Equation (9) describes the evolution of local flamelet in the region due to convection 
in the physical space, differential diffusion in the mixture fraction space, and chemical 
reactions in the species space. The traditional small flame can be regarded as a special 
area small flame model that treats the entire computational domain as one area. For 
supersonic cases, the velocity and density can be affected greatly by velocity and 
mixing fraction. So we can assume that 〈−→U |η〉 =  −→U and 〈ρ|η〉 =  ρ, then, 

( 
〈eY |η〉zone P(η)dη = 〈eY 〉zone = 

ρ∂〈Q' 
α〉zone 
∂t

+ ρ−→
U •  ∇〈Q' 

α〉zone −  ∇•〈ρ D∇ Q
' 
α〉zone = 0 

(10) 

Using η ∈ 
⌈
ξ zone − △ξ 

2 , ξ zone + △ξ 
2 

⌉ 
to define each partition range, where ξ zone 

is the zone averaged mixture fraction and △ξ represents the variation range of the 
instantaneous mixture fraction within a zone. Through refining the zone division, 
the scope of △ξ can be controlled to be small enough so that 〈eY |η〉zone ≈ 0. For  
the fact that as the zone shrinks, the gradient ∇ξ never disappears but its variance 
within the zone occurs at a low level. The final DZFM equation is written as Eq. (4). 
The conditional scalar dissipation rate 〈χ |η〉 is modeled by the amplitude mapping 
closure (AMC) model [44]. The implementation of DZFM can be referred to Yao’s 
work [43]. 

2.5 Computational Domain and Boundary Conditions 

Four sets of unstructured mesh with 7.49 million, 24.67 million, 39.78 million, and 
60.04 million are used in this study to verify the grid independence. The axisymmetric 
main part of the structural grid adopts an O-shaped cell without introducing singu-
larities. The thickness of the first near-wall mesh layer has a thickness of 0.01 mm, 
and there are a total of 63 layers from the core to the wall. The connection section 
between the fuel injection and scramjet body introduced a kind of special topology 
that the two sections can be effectively connected without affecting the O-type grid 
topology of the main part of the scramjet. In addition, the grid at the fuel hole is 
further refined. The diameter of the fuel hole is 1.4 mm, the number of grids in the
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Fig. 2 a Mesh clustering around the inlet, b mesh clustering around the fuel injectors 

circumferential direction of the fuel length is 24, and the maximum grid length is 
0.18 mm, which is about 6 times smaller than the average grid size. The body of the 
fuel hole also used an O-grid topology to guarantee the accuracy of the calculation. 
The grid length between different parts is adjusted separately to ensure consistency 
and avoid the adverse effect on the calculation accuracy. Cells distribution on the 
inlet face and around the fuel injector are shown in Fig. 2. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Flow Characteristics 

From the pressure contours in Fig. 3, an oblique shock train was formed in the 
diffuser. The deflection by the diffusor stabilizes the first oblique shock wave. The 
smooth transition of the diffuser weakens the intensity of the initial shock wave.

Fig. 3 Contours of (a) instantaneous pressure and (b) instantaneous velocity
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The transverse ethylene injection indices a bow shock wave, which raises both the 
pressure and temperature to facilitate the subsequent mixing and combustion. The 
velocity contour shows that an obvious shear layer is generated above the cavity, 
which develops along the X-direction and is then entrained into the cavity near the 
aft ramp. The boundary layer in the axisymmetric flow channel is much thinner than 
rectangular ones due to the absence of the corner effect. The thin boundary layer 
will lead to a low jet-to-crossflow momentum flux ratio and accordingly low jet 
penetration depth. For this, axisymmetric scramjets usually have poor mixing and 
combustion performance.

Figure 4 shows the contours of several key species. From the mass fraction distri-
bution of ethylene, the low jet penetration depth causes insufficient mixing in the 
jet wake region. Due to the turbulent vortexes developed in the shear/mixing layer 
above the cavity, noticeable mixing takes place between the ethylene stream and the

Fig. 4 Contours of instantaneous mass fraction of a C2H4, b CH4, c CO, d H2, e O2
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Fig. 5 Contours of a temperature, b mass fraction of OH, c mass fraction of H2O 

main flow. CH4 is concentrated in the shear layer of the cavity and is entrained into 
the cavity the recirculation at the rear edge of the cavity, where the main oxidation 
reactions occur.

A large amount of H2 and CO concentrate inside the cavity, indicating that the 
internal recirculation zone premixes the reactants and finally the flame stabilizes in 
the cavity. Due to the insufficient mixing, there are still some intermediate species that 
remain at the nozzle exit. These species are asymmetric in their mean distribution, Yao 
[45] analyzed the influence of symmetry assumption on the supersonic combustion 
fields and pointed out that minor radical exchange may cause flow asymmetry. 

Figure 5 shows the temperature contour. A stable stationary flame zone was formed 
near the cavity, but the relatively low temperature in the cavity indicates that there is 
no intense combustion. Intense combustion occurs in the downstream region of the 
cavity, which is in accordance with the peak of the streamwise pressure distribution. 
Influenced by the mixing behavior, the combustion exhibits strong pulsations and 
large coherent structures were formed. As the indicator of the main reaction zone, 
the distribution of OH is similar to the high-temperature regions with T > 2000 K. The 
low flow speed and high temperature in the recirculation zone provide a favorable 
bay for the flame holding. For axisymmetric combustors, the absence of corner effect 
implies a thinner boundary layer that cannot sustain the autoignition of ethylene. 
Flame holder, like cavity or strut, becomes necessary for the flame stabilization in 
combustors with a large curvature radius. The H2O formation indicates that main 
combustion reactions take place in the cavity and the downstream mixing layer.
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3.2 Role of the Cavity 

Figure 6(a) shows the velocity vector distribution in the cavity. When the incoming 
flow passes through the front edge, a vortex with a relatively small scale was induced 
by the sudden expansion in the throughflow area. Under the combined effects of 
boundary layer displacement and thermal choking, the main flow shrinks towards 
the center. The crossflow contacts with the aft ramp of the cavity and is entrained into 
the cavity to form a recirculation zone. Induced by the large recirculation zone, a set 
of vortexes were formed in the corner of the cavity. These vortex structures can reduce 
the local velocity and enhance the mixing. Figure 6(b) shows that the subsonic region 
fills the whole cavity and extends in the reacting layer near the wall. From Fig. 7, 
the cavity as an ensemble has become a high-temperature region and stable radical 
pool (e.g. OH), providing a favorable bay for the autoignition and flame stabilization. 
From Fig. 5, it can be seen that the main combustion reactions start from the cavity. 
The thermal expansion in the cavity shrinks the throughflow area and enforces the 
momentum exchange in the above shear/mixing layer, forming large-scale vortexes 
at the rear edge of the cavity. The subsequent combustion after the cavity thickens 
the reacting layer attached to the wall and further erodes the supersonic core flow. 
But till the nozzle exit, the flame did not intersect in the center of the scramjet. There 
is a narrow low-temperature zone whose temperature is less than 1000 K between 
the main flow and cavity. It indicates that ethylene did not pyrolyze until it entered 
the high-temperature region in the cavity. 

Fig. 6 a Velocity vector distribution in the cavity, b subsonic region in the cavity 

Fig. 7 a Temperature distribution in the cavity, b OH distribution in the cavity
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3.3 Pressure Distribution 

Four meshes were used to verify grid independence. The comparison between the 
simulation results and the experimental results is shown in Fig. 8. The results of the 
finest mesh are used in the analysis. The current predictions agree well with the exper-
imental data. The agreement in the non-reacting diffuser and isolator sections shows 
that the solver has a good aerodynamic prediction. The initial abrupt pressure rise is 
induced by the fuel injection. As it moves downstream, the flame of the combustor 
induces a major rise in pressure. The modeling results show that the combustor pres-
sure varies smoothly around the cavity, while the experimental data exhibits a large 
fluctuation in the cavity. The high-temperature gas resides in the cavity all the time, 
suggesting that there is stable combustion in the cavity, this is consistent with the 
pressure distribution. The current case has a cavity flame stabilization mode. The 
transition of combustion mode has a strong dependence on the crossflow conditions, 
and the investigation of this dynamic process is challenging work. The compar-
ison of combustion model transition between the circular combustor and rectangular 
combustor has been extensively discussed in Yentsch’s work [46]. The experimental 
results show that the first peak is located in the combustor, farther away from the 
second peak, and the fluctuation between the two peaks is larger than the modeling 
results. After the second pressure peak, the measured pressure drops down gradually 
while the measured pressure has a platform between X = 325 to 370 mm. 

As the main feature of DZFM, Fig. 9 shows the evolution of key species in 
the flamelets probed in the fuel jet wake from the upstream (probe point 1) to the 
downstream (probe point 7). The primary reaction path in the oxidation of ethy-
lene is C2H4 → CH3 → CH → CH2O → HCO → CO → CO2 [47]. As the first 
species that is pyrolyzed from the original fuel C2H4, CH3 is richer in the fuel jet 
wake and gradually consumed as the reaction proceeds. CH radical is then formed 
through the H-abstraction reaction of CH3/CH2, but will be quickly consumed by 
H2O or O2 to produce into CH2O and HCO. The formation of formaldehyde (CH2O) 
usually indicates the success of ignition. Produced in a chain-carrying step and with 
high activity, the existence of CH2O is usually short, and after the ignition point,

Fig. 8 Mean wall pressure in the streamwise direction
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Fig. 9 Evolution of flamelet variables along the flow path 

it is quickly converted into more active formyl radical (HCO) and H2. HCO can be 
consumed by any oxygenated species (CO, O2), H, and third-party species to produce 
CO. The further conversion of CO to the final stable product CO2 usually occurs in 
the post-ignition region. The concentration of CO2 increases as the reaction towards 
equilibrium and the well-known rich-shifting phenomenon [48] is observed.

4 Conclusions 

This study conducts a Large Eddy Simulation of an axisymmetric scramjet based 
on DZFM. The predicted pressure agrees well with the experimental data. The grid 
convergence was verified by using four mesh sets, with 7.5 million, 25 million, 40 
million, and 60 million cells respectively. Due to the absence of the corner effect, 
the boundary layer is thinner and the jet penetration depth is much lower. The poor 
mixing between the transverse fuel jet and the crossflow causes weak combustion 
and a low-pressure rise ratio of around 3. The cavity plays a key role in stabilizing 
the flame by increasing the flow residence time, enhancing mixing, and preheating 
the reactants. Axisymmetric scramjets overall have poor mixing and combustion 
performance, unless used together with efficient flame holders. Researchers should 
focus more on the variations of the axisymmetric combustor, e.g. elliptic scramjets, 
or rectangular scramjets with rounding corners. 
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